
Madeline Haynes
ILLUSTRATION & MOTION DESIGN

JOB HISTORY
Mighteor
Motion Designer
2017 - Present

CONTACT ME

I design, animate, storyboard, write, and concept 
animations from start to finish. As a member of my 
small team I’ve worked with clients like Facebook, 
Adobe, and Target. I’ve also enjoyed working with 
small, locally owned companies to create their 
dream social media advertising.

ABOUT THIS GAL
I grew up going to art events, making costumes for 
parades, and practicing hand-stands in lakes. Raised 
by two professional artists, I was born in Minneapolis 
and moved to a lake in the suburbs when I was a kid. 
Since then I have been fiercely pursuing art like a 
bungee jumper, diving in to new methods and 
programs with wild abandon. I taught myself the 
Adobe Suite, and am currently teaching myself 3D 
sculpting and animation. I spent my free time 
longboarding, sewing, and making comics out of 
ketchup and mustard. I love working on teams of 
brilliant creative geniuses and putting tiny ducks on 
my desk.

SUMMARY OF SKILLS
What I enjoy most is the thrill of problem solving 
that comes with animation and illustration. Most 
people wouldn’t describe it that way, but I love that 
feeling of getting that line just right, or messing with 
one color and realizing, hey, this looks incredible!

Stuff I excel at:

Illustration • Graphic Design • Adobe After Effects 
• iPad Illustration • Stop Motion • Sound Design 
• Voiceover (Yes) • Vector Illustration • Video 
Editing • Writing • Image Editing • Singing 
• Getting Printers To Work Even When They 
Seem Broke

Stuff I am actively learning:

3D animation • 3D Sculpting • Wood Carving 
• Sewing • Donald Duck Impression 

Internships and volunteer work:
Neighbor (studio), Schwartzrock, Caring Bridge, ID 
Tech Creative Summer Camp Instructor

Echo Bridge
Visual Designer
2016
At Echo Bridge I was introduced to the fast-paced 
life of animated shorts - as a visual designer I 
worked with art directors and other designers to 
create props and assets for hand animated Youtube 
shorts. This allowed me to gain some vital experi-
ence in pipeline animation.

Gibson & Carothers
Graphic Designer
2012 - Present

Madeline Haynes
maddyhaynes@gmail.com
@goylepower on instagram and twitter
maddyhaynes.com

As a young designer I was given the opportunity to 
create t-shirts, mug designs, greeting cards, you 
name it, with Gibson & Carothers. I still occasionally 
create work for them, and many of my cards are in 
circulation in your local greeting card sections.


